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ARITHMETICAL RANK OF TORIC IDEALS ASSOCIATED TO
GRAPHS
ANARGYROS KATSABEKIS
Abstract. Let IG ⊂ K[x1, . . . , xm] be the toric ideal associated to a finite
graph G. In this paper we study the binomial arithmetical rank and the G-
homogeneous arithmetical rank of IG in 2 cases:
(1) G is bipartite,
(2) IG is generated by quadratic binomials.
In both cases we prove that the binomial arithmetical rank and the G-arithmetical
rank coincide with the minimal number of generators of IG.
1. Introduction
Let G be a finite, connected and undirected graph having no loops and no mul-
tiple edges on the vertex set V (G) = {v1, . . . , vn}, and let E(G) = {e1, . . . , em} be
the set of edges of G. The incidence matrix of G is the n×m matrix MG = (ai,j)
defined by
ai,j =
{
1, if vi is one of the vertices in ej
0, otherwise.
Let K be an algebraically closed field and let AG = {a1, . . . , am} be the set of
vectors in Zn, where ai = (a1,i, . . . , an,i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. The toric ideal IG
associated to G is the kernel of the K-algebra homomorphism
φ : K[x1, . . . , xm]→ K[t1, . . . , tn]
given by
φ(xi) = t
a1,i
1 · · · t
an,i
n for all i = 1, . . . ,m.
The ideal IG is prime and therefore rad(IG) = IG. The toric variety V(IG) associ-
ated to G is the set
{(u1, . . . , um) ∈ K
m|F (u1, . . . , um) = 0, ∀F ∈ IG}
of zeroes of IG. For every graph G the variety V(IG) is an extremal toric variety,
i.e. the vector configuration AG is extremal, see Remark 2.1.
The polynomial ring K[x1, . . . , xm] has a natural G-graded structure given by
setting degG(xi) = ai for i = 1, . . . ,m. For u = (u1, . . . , um) ∈ N
m, we define the
G-degree of the monomial xu := xu11 · · ·x
um
m to be
degG(x
u) := u1a1 + · · ·+ umam ∈ NAG,
where NAG is the semigroup generated by AG. Remark that NAG is pointed, i.e.
zero is the only invertible element. A polynomial F ∈ K[x1, . . . , xm] is called G-
homogeneous if the monomials in non-zero terms of F have the same G-degree. An
ideal I is G-homogeneous if it is generated by G-homogeneous polynomials.
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The toric ideal IG is generated by all the binomials x
u+−xu− such that degG(x
u+) =
degG(x
u−), where u+ ∈ Nm and u− ∈ Nm denote the positive and negative part
of u = u+ − u−, respectively (see [11]).
A basic problem in Commutative Algebra asks to compute the smallest integer s
for which there exist polynomials F1, . . . , Fs in IG such that IG = rad(F1, . . . , Fs).
This integer is called the arithmetical rank of IG and will be denoted by ara(IG).
An usual approach to this problem is to restrict to a certain class of polynomials
and ask how many polynomials from this class can generate the toric ideal up
to radical. Restricting the polynomials to the class of binomials we arrive at the
notion of the binomial arithmetical rank of IG, denoted by bar(IG). Also, if all of
the polynomials F1, . . . , Fs satisfying IG = rad(F1, . . . , Fs) are G-homogeneous, the
smallest integer s is called the G-homogeneous arithmetical rank of IG and will be
denoted by araG(IG). From the definitions, the generalized Krull’s principal ideal
theorem and the graded version of Nakayama’s Lemma we deduce the following
inequalities for a toric ideal IG:
ht(IG) ≤ ara(IG) ≤ araG(IG) ≤ bar(IG) ≤ µ(IG).
Here ht(IG) denotes the height and µ(IG) denotes the minimal number of generators
of IG. When ht(IG) = µ(IG) the ideal IG is called a complete intersection.
A case of particular interest is when bar(IG) = ht(IG). When K is a field of
characteristic zero this is equivalent to say that IG is complete intersection, see
[1]. Complete intersection bipartite graphs have been characterized in [4], [8]. In
most cases, when G is bipartite, the equality bar(IG) = ht(IG) does not hold. In
section 3 we prove that bar(IG) = araG(IG) = µ(IG), for any bipartite graph G.
In addition we show that the equality bar(IG) = araG(IG) = µ(IG) also holds, for
any graph G such that the toric ideal IG is generated by quadratic binomials.
2. Basics on toric ideals associated to graphs
Let G be a graph. A walk of length q of G is a finite sequence of the form
Γ = ({v1, v2}, {v2, v3}, . . . , {vq−1, vq}, {vq, vq+1});
this walk is closed if vq+1 = v1. An even closed walk is a closed walk of even length.
A cycle of G is a closed walk
Γ = ({v1, v2}, {v2, v3}, . . . , {vq, v1})
with vi 6= vj for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ q. Notice that if ei = {vik , vil} is an edge of G,
then φ(xi) = tik til . Given an even closed walk Γ = (ei1 , . . . , ei2q ) of G with each
ek ∈ E(G), we have that
φ(
q∏
k=1
xi2k−1 ) = φ(
q∏
k=1
xi2k )
and therefore the binomial
fΓ :=
q∏
k=1
xi2k−1 −
q∏
k=1
xi2k
belongs to IG. Remark that if Γ is an even cycle of G, then the monomials M =∏q
k=1 xi2k−1 and N =
∏q
k=1 xi2k are squarefree. From Proposition 3.1 in [12] we
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have that
IG = ({fΓ|Γ is an even closed walk of G}).
Let u = (u1, . . . , um) ∈ Zm be a vector, then the support of u, denoted by
supp(u), is the set {i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}|ui 6= 0}. For a monomial xu we define
supp(xu) := supp(u). A non-zero vector u = (u1, . . . , um) ∈ kerZ(MG) is called a
circuit of AG if its support is minimal with respect to inclusion and all the coor-
dinates of u are relatively prime, where kerZ(MG) = {v ∈ Zm|MGvt = 0t}. The
binomial xu+ −xu− ∈ IG associated to a vector u ∈ kerZ(MG) is called also circuit.
A binomial B = xu+−xu− ∈ IG is called primitive if there exists no other binomial
xv+ − xv− ∈ IG such that xv+ divides xu+ and xv− divides xu− . For a circuit
B = xu+ −xu− ∈ IG we have, from Corollary 8.1.4 in [13], that B = fΓ for an even
closed walk Γ of G, since every circuit is also primitive.
If G is a bipartite graph, then G has no odd cycles, so, from Proposition 4.2 in [12],
a binomial fΓ, where Γ is an even closed walk of G, is a circuit if and only if Γ is
an even cycle.
For the rest of this section we recall some fundamental material from [7].
We shall denote by CG the set of circuits of AG. Let
C := {E ⊂ {1, . . . ,m} | supp(u+) = E or supp(u−) = E where u ∈ CG}
and let Cmin be the set of minimal elements of C.
To every toric ideal IG we associate the rational polyhedral cone
σ = posQ(AG) := {λ1a1 + · · ·+ λmam | λi ∈ Q≥0}.
A face F of σ is any set of the form
F = σ ∩ {x ∈ Qn : cx = 0},
where c ∈ Qn and cx ≥ 0 for all x ∈ σ. Given an edge ei = {vi1 , vi2} of G, we
have that posQ(ai) is a face of σ with defining vector c = (c1, . . . , cn) ∈ Zn having
coordinates
cj =
{
0, if j = i1, i2
1, otherwise.
Remark 2.1. For every graph G the vector configuration AG is extremal, i.e. for
any B $ AG we have posQ(B) $ posQ(AG).
To see this consider a set B = {ai1 , . . . , aik} $ AG and assume that the vector aj
is not in B. Let c be the defining vector of the face posQ(aj). If aj belongs to
posQ(B), then aj = λ1ai1 + · · ·+λkaik , where λ1, . . . , λk are nonnegative rationals
and there is at least one λr different from zero. Thus caj = λ1(cai1 )+· · ·+λk(caik )
and therefore 0 = λ1(cai1 ) + · · ·+ λk(caik ). But
λ1(cai1 ) + · · ·+ λk(caik ) > 0,
a contradiction. Consequently aj does not belong to posQ(B), so posQ(B) is a
proper subset of posQ(AG).
For a subset E of {1, . . . ,m} we denote by σE the subcone posQ(ai|i ∈ E) of
σ. We adopt the convention that σ∅ = {0}. The relative interior of σE , denoted
by relintQ(σE), is the set of all strictly positive rational linear combinations of ai,
i ∈ E.
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Definition 2.2. ([7]) We associate to G the simplicial complex ∆G with vertices
the elements of Cmin. Let T ⊂ Cmin then T ∈ ∆G if
∩E∈T relintQ (σE) 6= ∅.
In particular {E,E′} ∈ ∆G if and only if there exists a circuit u ∈ CG such that
supp(u+) = E and supp(u−) = E
′.
Let J be a subset of Ω := {0, 1, . . . , dim(∆G)}. A set M = {T1, . . . , Ts} of
simplices of ∆G is called a J-matching in ∆G if Tk ∩ Tl = ∅ for every 1 ≤ k, l ≤ s
and dim(Tk) ∈ J for every 1 ≤ k ≤ s; see also Defnition 2.1 in [7]. Let supp(M) =
∪si=1Ti, which is a subset of the vertices Cmin. A J-matching M in ∆G is called a
maximal J-matching if supp(M) has the maximum possible cardinality among all
J-matchings.
Given a maximal J-matchingM = {T1, . . . , Ts} in ∆G, we shall denote by card(M)
the cardinality s of the set M. In addition by δ(∆G)J we denote the minimum of
the set
{card(M)|M is a maximal J −matching in ∆G}.
It follows, from the definitions, that if ∆G =
⋃t
i=1∆
i
G then
δ(∆G)J =
t∑
i=1
δ(∆iG)J ,
where ∆iG are the connected components of ∆G.
Example 2.3. Consider the complete graph K4 on the vertex set {v1, . . . , v4}.
We consider one variable xij , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4, for each edge {vi, vj} of K4 and
form the polynomial ring K[x12, x13, x14, x23, x24, x34]. From Proposition 4.2 in
[12] we have that the toric ideal IK4 has 3 circuits, namely fΓ1 = x12x34 − x14x23,
fΓ2 = x12x34 − x13x24 and fΓ3 = x13x24 − x14x23, corresponding to the 3 even
cycles Γ1, Γ2 and Γ3, respectively, of K4. In fact IK4 is minimally generated by
two of the above binomials, so it is complete intersection of height 2. The sim-
plicial complex ∆K4 has three vertices, namely E1 = {12, 34}, E2 = {14, 23}
and E3 = {13, 24}. It consists of all subsets of the set {E1, E2, E3}. There are
four maximal {0, 1}-matchings in ∆K4 , namely {{E1, E2}, {E3}}, {{E1, E3}, {E2}},
{{E2, E3}, {E1}} and {{E1}, {E2}, {E3}}. We have that δ(∆K4){0,1} = 2 which
is attained for example by the maximal {0, 1}-matching {{E1, E2}, {E3}}. In
addition δ(∆K4){0,1,2} = 1 which is attained by the maximal {0, 1, 2}-matching
{{E1, E2, E3}}.
Using the fact that AG is an extremal vector configuration and also two results
from [7], namely Theorem 4.6 and Theorem 3.5, we get the following Theorem:
Theorem 2.4. For a toric ideal IG we have δ(∆G){0,1} ≤ bar(IG) and δ(∆G)Ω ≤
araG(IG).
3. Arithmetical rank
Let IG ⊂ K[x1, . . . , xm] be the toric ideal associated to a graph G. A binomial
B ∈ IG is called indispensable if every system of binomial generators of IG contains
B or −B, while a monomial M is called indispensable if every system of binomial
generators of IG contains a binomial B such that M is a monomial of B. Let
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NG be the monomial ideal generated by all xu for which there exists a nonzero
xu − xw ∈ IG. From Proposition 3.1 in [2] we have that the set of indispensable
monomials is the unique minimal generating set of NG. The following lemma will
be useful in the proof of Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.4.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that either G is a bipartite graph or IG is generated by
quadratic binomials. Let TG = {M1, . . . ,Mr} be the set of indispensable monomials,
then Cmin = {supp(M1), . . . , supp(Mr)}.
Proof. Consider first the case that G is a bipartite graph. From Theorem 3.2
in [8] we have that IG is minimally generated by all binomials of the form fΓ,
where Γ is an even cycle of G with no chord. Combining the above theorem and
Theorem 2.3 in [10] we obtain that a binomial xu+ − xu− ∈ IG is indispensable if
and only if it is of the form fΓ, for an even cycle of G with no chord. Notice that
in some cases there are circuits of IG of the form fΓ, for an even cycle Γ of G with
a chord. If B1, . . . , Bs are the indispensable binomials of IG, then the toric ideal
IG is generated by the indispensable binomials. In addition the monomials of Bi,
1 ≤ i ≤ s, are all indispensable and also they form TG. We will prove that
Cmin ⊂ {supp(M1), . . . , supp(Mr)}.
Let E ∈ Cmin and let σ = posQ(AG). From Theorem 4.6 in [7] the simplicial
complexes ∆G and Dσ are identical, see [7] for the definition of the last complex.
Using the fact that IG is generated by the binomials B1, . . . , Bs and Corollary 5.7 in
[5] we take that there is a monomialMi such that cone(Mi) = σE . For the definition
and results about the cone of a monomial see [5]. But cone(Mi) = σsupp(Mi), since in
this case all vectors belong to an extreme ray of σ, so σE = σsupp(Mi) and therefore
E = supp(Mi). Thus
Cmin ⊂ {supp(M1), . . . , supp(Mr)}.
Consider now a set E = supp(Mi), 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and we will prove that it also be-
longs to Cmin. Suppose not, then there is an E′ $ E such that E′ = supp(xu+) or
E′ = supp(xu−) where xu+ − xu− ∈ IG is a circuit. Without loss of generality we
can assume that E′ = supp(xu+). The monomials xu+ , xu− are squarefree and also
xu+ divides Mi, since E
′ $ E, a contradiction to the fact that Mi is indispensable.
Assume now that IG is generated by quadratic binomials. Let {B1, . . . , Bs} be
a quadratic set of generators of IG and let SG be the set of monomials appearing in
the binomials B1, . . . , Bs. We will prove that SG coincides with TG, i.e. SG is the
minimal generating set of the ideal NG. Every monomial N of SG belongs to the
ideal NG. On the other hand for a monomial xu ∈ NG, there exists a monomial
xw such that xu − xw ∈ IG. But IG = (B1, . . . , Bs), so there is a monomial
N ′ ∈ SG which divides xu and therefore SG is a set of generators for the ideal
NG. In addition SG is a minimal generating set, since every monomial N of SG is
quadratic. Thus SG is the set of indispensable monomials.
Using the fact that IG is generated by the binomials B1, . . . , Bs and Corollary 5.7
in [5] we can easily prove that
Cmin ⊂ {supp(M1), . . . , supp(Mr)}.
It remains to prove that
{supp(M1), . . . , supp(Mr)} ⊂ Cmin.
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Let E = supp(Mi), 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and assume that E does not belong to Cmin. Then
there is an E′ $ E, i.e. E′ = {i} is a singleton, and a circuit xgii −Ni ∈ IG such that
E′ = supp(xgii ) and E
′ ∩ supp(Ni) = ∅. Let R = AG − {ai} $ AG then degG(Ni)
belongs to posQ(R), so giai belongs also to posQ(R), since giai = degG(Ni), and
therefore ai ∈ posQ(R). Thus posQ(AG) = posQ(R), a contradiction to the fact
that AG is extremal vector configuration. 
Let F ⊂ IG be a set of binomials. We shall denote by S(b)F the graph with ver-
tices the elements of deg−1G (b) = {x
u | degG(x
u) = b} and edges the sets {xu,xv}
whenever xu − xv is a monomial multiple of a binomial in F . The next theorem
computes the binomial arithmetical rank and the G-homogeneous arithmetical rank
of IG, for a bipartite graph G.
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a bipartite graph, then bar(IG) = µ(IG) and araG(IG) =
µ(IG).
Proof. First we will prove that {E,E′} is an edge of ∆G if and only if there is an
indispensable binomial xu+ − xu− ∈ IG with supp(u+) = E and supp(u−) = E′.
The one implication is easy. Let xu+ − xu− ∈ IG be an indispensable binomial
with supp(u+) = E and supp(u−) = E
′. Then xu+ − xu− = fΓ, for an even
cycle Γ of G with no chord. But fΓ is a circuit and therefore {E,E′} is an edge.
Conversely consider an edge {E,E′} of ∆G, then there is a circuit xu+ −xu− ∈ IG
such that supp(u+) = E and supp(u−) = E
′. Let TG = {M1, . . . ,Mr} be the set of
indispensable monomials, then, from Lemma 3.1, there are indispensable monomials
Mi, Mj such that E = supp(Mi) and E
′ = supp(Mj). But x
u+ , xu− are squarefree
and also Mi, Mj are minimal generators of NG, so xu+ = Mi, xu− = Mj and
therefore both monomials xu+ , xu− are indispensable. Let
b = degG(x
u+) = degG(x
u−).
If B1, . . . , Bs are the indispensable binomials of IG, then F := {B1, . . . , Bs} is a
generating set of IG and therefore the graph S(b)F is connected, see Theorem 3.2
in [3]. Suppose that xu+ − xu− is not indispensable, then there exist a path
({xu+ = xu0 ,xu1}, {xu1 ,xu2}, . . . , {xut−1 ,xut = xu−}), t ≥ 2,
in S(b)F connecting the vertices x
u0 and xut . Consider now the binomial xu0−xu1 .
There is a binomial Bi and a monomial P such that x
u0 − xu1 = PBi since
{xu0 ,xu1} is an edge of S(b)F . If Bi = xw+ − xw− , then xu0 = Pxw+ and
therefore xw+ divides xu0 . But xu0 is indispensable, so P = 1 and therefore the
binomial xu0 − xu1 is indispensable. Thus the monomial xu1 is indispensable.
Moreover xu1 − xu2 is indispensable, since {xu1 ,xu2} is an edge of S(b)F and xu1
is indispensable, as well as all the binomials xui−1 − xui , 3 ≤ i ≤ t. Consequently
there are at least two indispensable binomials with the same G-degree, contradict-
ing Theorem 3.4 in [2]. Recall that the G-degree of a binomial xu − xv ∈ IG is
defined to be degG(x
u − xv) := degG(x
u).
Now, from Theorem 3.4 in [2], every edge of ∆G constitute a connected compo-
nent. Remark that ∆G has no connected components which are singletons, since
Cmin = {supp(M1), . . . , supp(Mr)} and IG is generated by the indispensable bi-
nomials. Thus every connected component of ∆G is an edge, so ∆G has s con-
nected components. Let ∆iG = {E,E
′}, 1 ≤ i ≤ s, be a connected component
of ∆G. There are two maximal {0, 1}-matchings in ∆
i
G, namely {{E,E
′}} and
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{{E}, {E′}}. We have that δ(∆iG){0,1} = 1 which is attained by the maximal
{0, 1}-matching {{E,E′}}. Consequently
δ(∆G){0,1} =
s∑
i=1
δ(∆iG){0,1} = s,
i.e. δ(∆G){0,1} = µ(IG). From Theorem 2.4 we have that bar(IG) ≥ µ(IG) and
therefore bar(IG) = µ(IG).
In addition δ(∆G)Ω = δ(∆G){0,1}, since dim(∆G) = 1. So δ(∆G)Ω = µ(IG) and
therefore, from Theorem 2.4, we have that araG(IG) ≥ µ(IG). Thus araG(IG) =
µ(IG). 
Example 3.3. LetK3,3 be the complete bipartite graph on the vertex set {v1, . . . , v6}
with 9 edges:
{v1, v4}, {v1, v5}, {v1, v6}, {v2, v4}, {v2, v5}, {v2, v6}, {v3, v4}, {v3, v5}, {v3, v6}.
We consider one variable xij , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 6, for each edge {vi, vj} of G and form
the polynomial ring K[xij |1 ≤ i < j ≤ 6]. The toric ideal IG is minimally generated
by 9 binomials:
x14x26− x16x24, x15x36−x16x35, x25x36− x26x35, x24x36−x26x34, x14x25− x15x24,
x15x26 − x16x25, x24x35 − x25x34, x14x36 − x16x34, x14x35 − x15x34.
The simplicial complex ∆G has 18 vertices, corresponding to the 18 monomials
arising in the above minimal generating set of IG, and 9 edges corresponding to the 9
minimal generators of IG. From Theorem 3.2 we have that araG(IG) = bar(IG) = 9.
The height of IG equals 9−6+1 = 4, see Proposition 3.2 in [12]. For the arithmetical
rank of IG we have that 4 ≤ ara(IG) ≤ 7, since IG equals the radical of the ideal
generated by
x14x26−x16x24+x15x36−x16x35, x25x36−x26x35+x14x25−x15x24, x24x36−x26x34,
x15x26 − x16x25, x24x35 − x25x34, x14x36 − x16x34, x14x35 − x15x34.
An interesting case occurs when IG is generated by quadratic binomials. In [9] a
combinatorial criterion for the toric ideal IG to be generated by quadratic binomials
is studied. Remark that if B = xixj − xkxl is a quadratic binomial in IG, then
B = fΓ for an even cycle Γ of G of length 4. We are going to compute the binomial
arithmetical rank and the G-homogeneous arithmetical rank of such an ideal.
We shall denote by ∆ind(AG) the indispensable complex of AG. For the definition
and results about the indispensable complex see [2].
Proposition 3.4. Let IG be a toric ideal generated by quadratic binomials, then
(1) {E,E′} is a connected component of ∆G if and only if there is an indis-
pensable quadratic binomial xu+ − xu− ∈ IG with supp(xu+) = E and
supp(xu−) = E′.
(2) every connected component of ∆G is either an edge or a 2-simplex .
Proof. (1) The first goal is to prove that {E,E′} is an edge of ∆G if and only if there
is a quadratic binomial xu+ −xu− ∈ IG with supp(xu+) = E and supp(xu−) = E′.
The one implication follows from the fact that if xu+ − xu− ∈ IG is a quadratic
binomial, then supp(u) is minimal with respect to inclusion, since AG is extremal,
and therefore the binomial xu+−xu− is a circuit. Conversely let {E,E′} be an edge
of ∆G and let x
u+−xu− ∈ IG be a circuit with supp(x
u+) = E and supp(xu−) = E′,
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where u = (u1, . . . , um) ∈ Zm. From Corollary 8.4.16 in [13] we have that |ui| ≤ 2.
Let {B1, . . . , Bs} be a quadratic set of generators of IG and let TG = {M1, . . . ,Mr}
be the indispensable monomials. We have that both E, E′ belong to Cmin and
therefore, from Lemma 3.1, E = supp(Mi) and E
′ = supp(Mj). But Mi and Mj
are quadratic monomials, so E and E′ consist of exactly 2 elements. Let E = {k, l}
and E′ = {p, q}. We will consider three cases.
(i) If the monomials xu+ and xu− are squarefree, then xu+−xu− is a quadratic
binomial with supp(xu+) = E and supp(xu−) = E′.
(ii) If xu+ = x2kx
2
l and x
u− = x2px
2
q, then degG(x
u+) = degG(x
u−) and there-
fore 2ak + 2al = 2ap + 2aq. Thus ak + al = ap + aq , so the binomial
xkxl − xpxq belongs to IG and also supp(xkxl) = E, supp(xpxq) = E′.
(iii) If xu+ = x2kxl and x
u− = x2pxq, then degG(x
u+) = degG(x
u−) and therefore
2ak + al = 2ap + aq. Assume that ak − ap 6= 0. Notice that every nonzero
coordinate of the above vector equals either 1 or −1. We have that aq−al =
2(ak − ap), so every nonzero coordinate of the vector aq − al equals either
2 or −2, contradiction. Thus ak − ap = 0, so ak = ap and therefore k = p,
a contradiction to the fact that supp(u+) ∩ supp(u−) = ∅.
Similarly the assumption xu+ = xkx
2
l or x
u− = xpx
2
q leads again to a
contradiction.
The second goal is to prove that {E,E′} is a connected component of ∆G if and only
if there is an indispensable quadratic binomial Mi −Mj ∈ IG with supp(Mi) = E
and supp(Mj) = E
′. Suppose that the binomial Mi −Mj ∈ IG is indispensable
with supp(Mi) = E and supp(Mj) = E
′. From Theorem 3.4 in [2] we have that
{Mi,Mj} is a facet of the indispensable complex ∆ind(AG). Assume that {E,E
′} is
not a connected component of ∆G. Let us suppose that {E,E′′} is an edge of ∆G,
then there exists a quadratic binomial xu+ − xu− ∈ IG with supp(xu+) = E and
supp(xu−) = E′′. Moreover xu+ = Mi and x
u− = Mk, since the monomials x
u+ ,
xu− are quadratic and therefore indispensable. Notice that degG(Mi) = degG(Mk).
Thus
degG(Mi) = degG(Mj) = degG(Mk),
since the binomial Mi −Mj belongs to IG and therefore degG(Mi) = degG(Mj).
So {Mi,Mj,Mk} is a face of ∆ind(AG), a contradiction to the fact that {Mi,Mj}
is a facet of ∆ind(AG). Consequently {E,E
′} is a connected component of ∆G.
Conversely assume that {E,E′} is a connected component of ∆G. Then there is a
quadratic binomial xu+ − xu− ∈ IG with supp(xu+) = E and supp(xu−) = E′. In
fact xu+ =Mi and x
u− =Mj , for some indispensable monomialsMi, Mj. Suppose
that the above binomial is not indispensable, then, since Mi is indispensable, there
is an l ∈ {1, . . . , s} such that Bl = Mi −Mk. Set E′′ = supp(Mk) ∈ Cmin. We
have that {E,E′′} and {E′, E′′} are edges of ∆G, since also Mj − Mk ∈ IG, a
contradiction to the fact that {E,E′} is connected component.
(2) Notice that ∆G has no connected components which are singletons. To see
this consider E = supp(Mi) ∈ Cmin, then there is an l ∈ {1, . . . , s} such that
Bl =Mi −Mj . Consequently {supp(Mi), supp(Mj)} is an edge of ∆G.
Next we will show that {E,E′, E′′} is a 2-simplex of ∆G if and only if there are
quadratic binomials Mi − Mj, Mj − Mk, Mi − Mk in IG with supp(Mi) = E,
supp(Mj) = E
′ and supp(Mk) = E
′′. The one implication is easily derived from
the fact that if {E,E′, E′′} is a 2-simplex of ∆G, then every 2-element subset of it
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is an edge. Conversely we have that
degG(Mi) = degG(Mj) = degG(Mk)
belongs to the intersection
relintQ (σE) ∩ relintQ (σE′) ∩ relintQ (σE′′) .
Thus {E,E′, E′′} is a 2-simplex of ∆G.
Finally we prove that if {E,E′, E′′} is a 2-simplex of ∆G, then it is a connected
component. There are quadratic binomials Mi −Mj , Mj −Mk and Mi −Mk in
IG, where supp(Mi) = E, supp(Mj) = E
′ and supp(Mk) = E
′′. Let us suppose
that Mi = xi1xi2 , Mj = xj1xj2 and Mk = xk1xk2 . In addition there are even
cycles Γ1, Γ2, Γ3 of G of length 4 such that Mi −Mj = fΓ1 , Mi −Mk = fΓ2 and
Mj −Mk = fΓ3 . The cycle Γ1 has 4 edges, namely ei1 , ei2 , ej1 and ej2 , the cycle
Γ2 has 4 edges, namely ei1 , ei2 , ek1 and ek2 , and Γ3 has 4 edges, namely ej1 , ej2 ,
ek1 and ek2 . Notice that the edges ei1 and ei2 have no common vertex. The above
three cycles have the same vertex set V consisting of 4 vertices. Moreover these are
the only even cycles of length 4 with vertex set V . Let K4 be the induced subgraph
of G on the above vertex set. It is a complete subgraph with 4 vertices and edges
E(K4) = {ei1 , ei2 , ej1 , ej2 , ek1 , ek2}.
If, for example, {E,E′′′} is an edge of ∆G, then there is a quadratic binomial
Mi −Ml ∈ IG with supp(Ml) = E′′′ ∈ Cmin. Furthermore Mi −Ml = fΓ4 , for an
even cycle Γ4 of G of length 4. The vertex set of Γ4 is V , since ei1 and ei2 have no
common vertex, and therefore Γ4 coincides with either Γ1 or Γ2. Thus Ml equals
to either Mj or Mk, so E
′′′ = E′ or E′′′ = E′′. Consequently {E,E′, E′′} is a
connected component of ∆G. 
Remark 3.5. (1) To every connected component {E,E′} of ∆G we can associate
an indispensable binomial fΓ = xixj−xkxl ∈ IG, for an even cycle Γ of G of length
4, where E = {i, j} and E′ = {k, l}, and also the induced subgraph H of G on the
vertex set of Γ. The subgraph H is not a complete graph. Moreover the toric IH is
complete intersection of height 1 and it is generated by fΓ.
(2) {E,E′, E′′} is a 2-simplex of ∆G if and only if there are quadratic binomials
Mi − Mj , Mi − Mk, Mj − Mk in IG with supp(Mi) = E, supp(Mj) = E′ and
supp(Mk) = E
′′.
(3) To every connected component of ∆G which is a 2-simplex we can associate a
complete subgraph K4 of G of order 4. The toric ideal IK4 is minimally generated
by two binomials fΓ1 and fΓ2 , where Γ1 and Γ2 are even cycles of length 4 on the
vertex set of K4.
Proposition 3.6. Let Γ = (ei, ep, ej , eq) be an even cycle of a graph G such that
the induced subgraph H of G on the vertex set of Γ is not a complete graph. If H
is a nonzero polynomial in IH, then there exist monomials M , N of H such that
xixj divides M and xpxq divides N .
Proof. For the toric ideal IH we have, from Proposition 4.13 in [11], that IH =
IG∩K[xl|el ∈ E(H)]. Since IH = (fΓ), there is a nonzero polynomial C ∈ K[xl|el ∈
E(H)] such that H = CfΓ. The polynomial C has a unique representation as a
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sum of terms C = C1 + · · ·+ Cs. Notice that the monomials of two distinguished
terms Ck and Cl are different. We have that
H = C1xixj + · · ·+ Csxixj − C1xpxq − · · · − Csxpxq. (3.1)
Assume that H has no term whose monomial is xpxq . This implies that in the
above expression of H all the terms of the form Ckxpxq should by cancelled. But
these terms can not cancel by themselves, so terms of the form Ckxixj are used to
cancel them. We claim that a term Ckxixj can be used to cancel atmost one term
of the form −Clxpxq. Assume that Ckxixj is used to cancel the terms −Clxpxq and
−Crxpxq. LetM1,M2 andM3 be the monomials of the terms Ckxixj , −Clxpxq and
−Crxpxq respectively. Then M1 =M2 and M1 =M3, so M2 =M3, contradiction.
But xpxq divides no monomials of H , so there are two cases.
(1) In expression (3.1) every term cancels. Therefore H is equal to zero, con-
tradiction.
(2) In expression (3.1) every term of the form −Clxpxq cancels, but still there
exist terms of the form C′kxixj where C
′
k is different from Ck. Notice that
the monomial of such a term coincides with the monomial of a suitable term
−Clxpxq. Thus every term C′kxixj is divided by xpxq, contradiction. 
The next lemma will be useful in the proof of Theorem 3.8.
Lemma 3.7. Let G be a graph with edges E(G) = {e1, . . . , em}, Γ an even cycle
of length 4 and H the induced subgraph of G on the vertex set of Γ. If F ⊂
IG is a set of G-homogeneous polynomials which generates IG up to radical, then
F ∩K[xi|ei is an edge of H] generates IH up to radical.
Proof. Let {vi1 , . . . , vi4} be the vertices of Γ. The rational polyhedral cone
posQ(AH) is a face of posQ(AG) with defining vector c = (c1, . . . , cn) ∈ Zn having
coordinates
cj =
{
0, if j = i1, i2, i3, i4
1, otherwise.
Thus, from Proposition 3.2 in [6], we have that F ∩K[xi|ei ∈ E(H)] generates IH
up to radical. 
The following theorem determines the binomial arithmetical rank and the G-
homogeneous arithmetical rank of a toric ideal IG generated by quadratic binomials.
Theorem 3.8. Let G be a graph. If IG is generated by quadratic binomials, then
(1) bar(IG) = µ(IG) and
(2) araG(IG) = µ(IG).
Proof. (1) Let g ≥ 0 be the number of indispensable binomials of IG, then, from
Proposition 3.4 (1), the simplicial complex ∆G has exactly g connected components
which are edges.
We will show that ∆G has
s−g
2 connected components which are 2-simplices, where
s = µ(IG). Let B = {B1, . . . , Bs} be a minimal set of quadratic generators of
IG and let {M1, . . . ,Mr} be the set of indispensable monomials. Notice that B
has s − g binomials which are not indispensable. Given a 2-simplex {E,E′, E′′}
of ∆G, there are quadratic binomials fΓ1 = Mi − Mj, fΓ2 = Mi − Mk, fΓ3 =
Mj −Mk in IG with supp(Mi) = E, supp(Mj) = E
′ and supp(Mk) = E
′′. Remark
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that the binomials fΓ1 , fΓ2 and fΓ3 , as well as −fΓ1 , −fΓ2 and −fΓ3 , are not
indispensable. In fact the minimal generating set B contains exactly two of the
binomials fΓ1 , −fΓ1 , fΓ2 , −fΓ2, fΓ3 and −fΓ3 , since the monomials Mi, Mj, Mk
are indispensable and {E,E′, E′′} is a connected component of ∆G. Let t be the
number of connected components which are 2-simplices, then B contains at least
2t binomials which are not indispensable. So 2t ≤ s − g. On the other hand if
Bl = Mi −Mj is not indispensable, then {supp(Mi), supp(Mj)} is an edge which
is not a connected component of ∆G. Therefore there is a monomial Mk such that
{supp(Mi), supp(Mj), supp(Mk)} is a connected component of ∆G. Moreover there
exists a p ∈ {1, . . . , s} such that Bp or −Bp equals either Mi −Mk or Mj −Mk.
But B is a minimal generating set, so there exist exactly two binomials in B whose
monomials are Mi, Mj and Mk. Thus ∆G has at least
s−g
2 connected components
which are 2-simplices, so s−g2 ≤ t. Consequently t =
s−g
2 .
For every connected component ∆iG of ∆G which is an edge we have δ(∆
i
G){0,1} = 1,
while for every connected component ∆iG of ∆G which is a 2-simplex we have
δ(∆iG){0,1} = 2. Consequently
δ(∆G){0,1} = g + 2
s− g
2
= s,
i.e. δ(∆G){0,1} = µ(IG), and therefore, from Theorem 2.4, bar(IG) = µ(IG).
(2) Let F ⊂ IG be a set of G-homogeneous polynomials which generate IG up to
radical. Let ∆iG = {E,E
′}, ∆jG be two connected components which are edges
and let Hi and Hj , respectively, be the corresponding induced subgraphs. Let
E = {k, l} and E′ = {p, q}, then IHi = (fΓ) where fΓ = xkxl − xpxq. The cycle Γ
has 4 edges, namely ek, el, ep and eq. From Proposition 3.6 every nonzero H ∈ IHi
is a polynomial in at least 4 variables, namely xk, xl, xp and xq. We will prove
that every nonzero polynomial H , which belongs to IHi , does not belong to IHj .
Assume that there is a nonzero polynomial H ∈ IHi which belongs to IHj . From
Proposition 4.13 in [11], we have that IHj = IG∩K[xi|ei ∈ E(Hj)]. But H belongs
to IHj , so H is a polynomial in the ring K[xi|ei ∈ E(Hj)] and therefore every edge
of Γ is also an edge of Hj . Thus the indispensable binomial fΓ belongs to IHj and
therefore, from Proposition 3.4 (1), we have that {E,E′} is a connected component
of ∆jG, a contradiction. Given a connected component of ∆G, which is an edge,
and the corresponding induced subgraph H of G, there exists, from Lemma 3.7, at
least one G-homogeneous polynomial F ∈ IH in F . The simplicial complex ∆G has
g connected components which are edges, so F has at least g G-homogeneous poly-
nomials, say F1, . . . , Fg, belonging to the corresponding toric ideals IHi , 1 ≤ i ≤ g.
Remark that if G has a complete subgraph K4, then every polynomial Fi, 1 ≤ i ≤ g,
does not belong to the toric ideal IK4 , since IHi = IG∩K[xr|er ∈ E(Hi)] and every
Hi is not a complete graph.
Let ∆pG, ∆
q
G be two connected components which are 2-simplices and let K4,p and
K4,q, respectively, the corresponding induced subgraphs. We will prove that every
nonzero polynomial H , which is in the ideal IK4,p , does not belong to IK4,q . Let
IK4,p = (fΓ1 , fΓ2), where fΓ1 = xi1xi2 − xi3xi4 and fΓ2 = xi1xi2 − xi5xi6 . Assume
that H ∈ IK4,p is a nonzero polynomial which belongs to IK4,q . Since H belongs
to IK4,p , every monomial of H is of the form Cxi1xi2 or Nxi3xi4 or Qxi5xi6 , for
appropriate monomials C, N and Q. But IK4,q = IG ∩K[xj |ej ∈ E(K4,q)], so K4,q
has at least 2 edges coming from K4,p. These edges are ei1 and ei2 or ei3 and ei4 or
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ei5 and ei6 . Notice that the edges ei1 and ei2 have no common vertex. The same
holds for ei3 and ei4 , as well as the edges ei5 and ei6 . But K4,q is a complete graph,
so K4,p = K4,q contradiction.
Given a connected component of ∆G, which is a 2-simplex, and the correspond-
ing induced subgraph K4 of G, there exist, from Lemma 3.7, at least two G-
homogeneous polynomial H1, H2 ∈ IK4 in F . The simplicial complex ∆G has
s−g
2
connected components which are 2-simplices, so F has also at least 2 s−g2 = s−g G-
homogeneous polynomials, say H1, . . . , Hs−g, belonging to the corresponding toric
ideals IK4,i , 1 ≤ i ≤ s− g. Thus
araG(IG) ≥ g + (s− g) = s,
i.e. araG(IG) ≥ µ(IG), and therefore araG(IG) = µ(IG). 
Example 3.9. Consider the complete graphKn, n ≥ 4, on the vertex set {v1, . . . , vn}.
We consider one variable xij , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, for each edge {vi, vj} of Kn and form
the polynomial ring K[xij |1 ≤ i < j ≤ n]. The toric ideal IKn is the kernel of the
K-algebra homomorphism
φ : K[xij |1 ≤ i < j ≤ n]→ K[t1, . . . , tn]
given by
φ(xij) = titj .
From Proposition 3.2 in [12] the height of IKn equals
(
n
2
)
− n = n(n−3)2 , i.e. the
number of edges minus the number of vertices. It is well known, see for example
Proposition 9.2.1 in [13], that
B = {xijxkl − xilxjk, xikxjl − xilxjk|1 ≤ i < j < k < l ≤ n}
is a minimal generating set for IKn . The toric ideal IKn has no indispensable bi-
nomials and therefore every connected component of ∆Kn is a 2-simplex. Thus
∆Kn has 3
(
n
4
)
vertices and
(
n
4
)
connected components, which are 2-simplices, cor-
responding to all complete subgraphs of Kn of order 4. For the minimal number of
generators we have that
µ(IKn) = 2
(
n
4
)
=
n(n− 1)(n− 2)(n− 3)
12
.
Consequently
bar(IKn) = araKn(IKn) =
n(n− 1)(n− 2)(n− 3)
12
.
Using the result of Eisenbud-Evans and Storch that ara(IKn) is bounded above by
the number of variables of K[xij |1 ≤ i < j ≤ n] we take that
n(n− 3)
2
≤ ara(IKn) ≤
n(n− 1)
2
.
For the polynomials which minimally generate IKn up to radical we know, from
Theorem 5.8 in [5], that there must be at least 3
(
n
4
)
monomials in at least 2
(
n
4
)
Kn-homogeneous components.
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